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a b s t r a c t

Inland fisheries assessment and management are challenging given the inherent com-
plexity of working in diverse habitats (e.g., rivers, lakes, wetlands) that are dynamic
on organisms that are often cryptic and where fishers are often highly mobile. Yet,
technoscience is offering new tools that have the potential to reimagine how inland
fisheries are assessed and managed. So-called ‘‘technoscience’’ refers to instances in
which science and technology unfurl together, offering novel ways of spurring and
achieving meaningful change. This paper considers the role of technoscience and its
potential for modernizing the assessment and management of inland fisheries. It first
explores technoscience and its potential benefits, followed by presentation of a series
of synopses that explore the application (both successes and challenges) of new tech-
nologies such as environmental DNA (eDNA), genomics, electronic tags, drones, phone
apps, iEcology, and artificial intelligence to assessment and management. The paper
also considers the challenges and barriers that exist in adopting new technologies. The
paper concludes with a provocative assessment of the potential of technoscience to
reform and modernize inland fisheries assessment and management. Although these
tools are increasingly being embraced, there is a lack of platforms for aggregating these
data streams and providing managers with actionable information in a timely manner.
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The ideas presented here should serve as a catalyst for beginning to work collectively
and collaboratively towards fisheries assessment and management systems that harness
the power of technology and serve to modernize inland fisheries management. Such
transformation is urgently needed given the dynamic nature of environmental change,
the evolving threat matrix facing inland waters, and the complex behavior of fishers.
Quite simply, a dynamic world demands dynamic fisheries management; technoscience
has made that within reach.
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC

BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

Inland waters, typically defined by their freshwater composition (Kalff, 2002), support diverse fish assemblages around
he globe in habitats as varied as wetlands, ponds, rivers, reservoirs, and lakes (Craig, 2016). Inland fish populations
ontribute to the structure (i.e., biological diversity) and function (i.e., nutrient cycling, trophic interactions) of freshwater
cosystems (Childress and McIntyre, 2015; Lynch et al., 2016), and their movements and migrations couple aquatic
abitats (sensu Ives et al., 2019). They also provide numerous ecosystem services for societies, including supporting
utritional security, livelihoods, recreation, and cultures (Welcomme et al., 2010; Lynch et al., 2016). Inland waters also
rive marine ecosystem productivity through anadromy and bulk transport of energy, nutrients, and sediments into
stuaries. Unlike marine systems where industrial-scale commercial fisheries predominate, inland fisheries tend to be
ore small-scale, and include subsistence fisheries (Welcomme et al., 2010; Bartley et al., 2015), as well as vibrant

ecreational fisheries in industrialized nations (Cooke et al., 2015). Given the many pressures on inland waters (Dudgeon
t al., 2006; Reid et al., 2019), including fisheries exploitation (Allan et al., 2005), it is not surprising that freshwater
cosystems are degraded, with freshwater fish populations among the most imperiled biota (Arthington et al., 2016;
arrison et al., 2018).
Given the importance of freshwater fish populations and the threats that they face, inland waters are the subject

f intensive assessment (Pitcher, 2015) and management efforts (Arlinghaus et al., 2015). However, many assessments
ontinue to rely on methods (e.g., creel surveys, mail recall surveys) and survey gear (e.g., nets, traps, electrofishing)
hat are failing to keep pace with the rapid changes in freshwater environments, as well as harvest technologies and
trategies. Consequently, the viability of freshwater fisheries continues to be threatened in multiple ways. For example,
nland fisheries assessment is inherently difficult given the diversity of ecosystem types, difficulty of sampling in many
ystems (e.g., winter ice cover, large rivers and lakes), issues with fisheries-dependent surveys (e.g., diffuse fishing effort),
nd limited capacity in many regions (reviewed in Lorenzen et al., 2016). These difficulties then translate to incomplete,
iased, or entirely absent assessment data, which – when coupled with diverse fisheries user objectives, varied and
ncoordinated governance systems, and the general lack of awareness about the value of inland fisheries – may lead
2
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to poor management decision making (Cooke et al., 2016b). Despite efforts to raise the profile of inland fisheries and
develop capacity for assessment and management (e.g., the United Nations [UN] Food and Agriculture Organization [FAO]
Ten Steps to Sustainable Inland Fisheries; Cooke et al., 2016a), freshwater fisheries continue to be overshadowed by
their marine counterparts (Lynch et al., 2020). While fisheries assessment and management will always suffer from
imperfections (Suuronen and Bartley, 2014), technological developments in the last decade offer promise for enhancing
fishery assessments globally. Moreover, while history is replete with examples of technological innovations that have
benefited assessment and monitoring, this knowledge has yet to be synthesized for application to fresh waters, with
most syntheses focusing on marine environments (e.g., Serchuk and Smolowitz, 1990; Eigaard et al., 2014).

To identify how inland fishery assessment and management can be modernized, this paper considers the role of
echnoscience in this process. Technoscience is broadly defined as cases where science and technology unfurl together,
ffering novel ways of spurring and achieving meaningful change (Pickles, 1997; Brown and Rappert, 2017). There
s a parallel literature on technoscience focused on the blurred boundaries among science, technology, and human
odies (sometimes termed critical technoscience studies; see Weber, 2006; Aronowitz, 2014) that explores medical
nterventions, cyborgization, sensory augmentation, prosthetics, and gender. The use of the term technoscience in this
aper clearly differs from that usage, yet draws on specific insights from that school of thought. Using a team of inland
isheries researchers and fisheries management experts with competence spanning the natural and social sciences on
ix continents, this paper (i) explores technoscience and its potential benefits for freshwater fisheries assessment and
anagement, (ii) presents a series of synopses that explore the application (both successes and challenges) of new

echnologies to fishery assessment and management, and (iii), considers the challenges and barriers that influence the
doption of new technologies and conclude with a provocative assessment of the potential for technoscience to reform
nd modernize inland fisheries assessment and management. This study is timely given the recent emergence of several
ew scientific technologies that offer much promise to grow the field, but also shown signs of growing pains in their
doption. The work presented here reflects examples informed by hands-on experience combined with evidence synthesis
nd social science studies.

. Technoscience - an overview

Sociologists of technology argue that technological development has a reciprocal relationship with society (e.g., Latour,
990; Johnson and Wetmore, 2021). Technologies are tools that are designed, intentionally and unintentionally, in ways
hat reflect social values, priorities, and interests (Flanagan et al., 2008). People design and adopt technologies to achieve
oals: technologies, thus, are reflections of what social actors think is important. Conversely, technologies shape society:
n particular, so-called disruptive technologies directly impact established social arrangements and practices (Postman,
011; Young et al., 2018). Sometimes, technologies force societal change (e.g., impacts of digital communications on
ork and commerce), and other times, society pushes back on technological change (e.g., social resistance to cloning,
anotechnology, surveillance technologies). Levels of social acceptance can vary across time and geography, making the
elationship between technology and society highly dynamic and variable.

The term ‘‘technoscience’’ extends these insights to address how science informs and enables technology, and how
echnology enables science—all within the context of iterative societal feedbacks (Fleck, 1993; Channell, 2017; ESTE, 2019).
his concept encourages us to think about technology-science-society as a dynamic triad, each influencing the others,
ometimes prompting or leading changes, and sometimes lagging or resisting them (Bowman et al., 2017). Technoscience
as emerged in environmental and sustainability research and practice (see Benessia and Funtowicz, 2015). In the realm
f fisheries, some have argued that management dysfunction is rooted in the inability of managers and decision-makers to
mbrace science and technology (Serchuk and Smolowitz, 1990). Others have suggested that technological developments
ave been the basis for improvements in fisheries management despite so-called ‘‘technical creep’’ by harvesters (Eigaard
t al., 2014). Midden et al. (2007) suggested that change is best achieved when technology intersects with human behavior.
iven that fisheries management is essentially a human enterprise (Hilborn, 2007), technoscience needs to be considered
n the context of those who undertake fisheries assessments and management (as individuals and institutions), as well
s those who are impacted by those activities (Midden et al., 2007). What is key here is that technoscience can be
ransformational when barriers to adoption are overcome and when technoscience is not at odds with widespread society
alues (Parente and Prescott, 1994).

. Technoscience synopses

Each of the following synopses provides an overview of the technology and its actual or potential application (see
ig. 1), and then considers barriers to adoption.
3
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Fig. 1. Schematic demonstrating the relevance of technoscience to the assessment and management of freshwater fisheries.

.1. Environmental DNA (eDNA)

Advances in genetic methodologies are already contributing to fisheries management, including helping to infer stock
structure (Carvalho and Hauser, 1994) and identifying commercial fishery products using DNA barcoding (Kochzius
et al., 2010). More recently, the capture and analysis of eDNA is offering a promising and economical alternative and/or
supplement to conventional fish survey methods such as netting or electrofishing (Lacoursière-Roussel et al., 2016; Jerde,
2021). Fish shed DNA into the water via mucus, feces, gametes, sloughed off cells, and decomposing remains, which can
then be collected (e.g., from filtered water samples) and the species of origin identified. eDNA assays can target individual
species via species-specific primers and probes that bind to and amplify gene fragments from only the species of interest,
or a community eDNA (or metabarcoding) approach can be used where ‘‘universal’’ primers bind to and amplify all species
of interest. The pool of amplicons is then sequenced using next-generation sequencing technology, and the sequence
‘‘reads’’ are identified after comparison to a database of reference sequences (Gehri et al., 2021). eDNA methods are
often more sensitive than conventional collection methods for detecting species, particularly at low population densities
(McKelvey et al., 2016; Wilcox et al., 2016), making them highly applicable to detecting species of conservation concern
4
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and alien species in the early stages of invasion (Jerde et al., 2011; Dubreuil et al., 2022). Important life-history events
such as migration and spawning can also be detected (Collatos et al., 2020; Antognazza et al., 2021), and DNA assays can
even quantify the relative abundance of numerous species (Lacoursière-Roussel et al., 2016; Yates et al., 2019). However,
many abiotic and biotic factors affect eDNA signal strength (Stewart, 2019), and correlations between abundance and
eDNA under natural conditions are far from universal (Hansen et al., 2018; Capo et al., 2019) and information such as size
structure is unattainable.

Despite its promise and utility to date, challenges to the application of eDNA approaches to fisheries management
emain. Indeed, premature application of eDNA prior to validation may have contributed to some of the current skepticism.
iven its ability to detect species ‘‘sight unseen’’ (Jerde et al., 2011; Roussel et al., 2015), stringent protocols are required
o guard against both false positives (due to contamination or non-specific amplification) and false negatives (due to
nsufficient assay sensitivity or the presence of PCR inhibitors in the environment). However, Sepulveda et al. (2020)
rgued that methodological limitations are no longer the problem for management applications when proper field and
aboratory protocols are used; rather, the main barrier is the interpretation of eDNA results in a management context.
upport structures to facilitate decision-making in response to eDNA survey data are being developed (e.g., Sepulveda
t al., 2020; Welsh et al., 2020). They emphasize that reliable interpretation generally requires multiple sampling events.
ven when controls show that a positive result is not due to contamination, detection indicates only that the target species’
NA is present in the water sample; it does not conclusively indicate the presence of the live organism itself (Roussel
t al., 2015). Establishing thresholds for when to increase eDNA sampling intensity (e.g., in areas where the detected DNA
s less likely the result of human activity or transport from upstream), when to conduct conventional sampling, and under
hat conditions to engage in management actions will help facilitate adoption of eDNA into fisheries management.

.2. Omics

The potential for genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics, and metabolomics (collectively referred to as ‘‘omics’’)
applications in fisheries science and management is substantial. While genomics (and related omics technologies) have
been suggested as an approach to develop novel tools for addressing conservation issues in wild fishes (He et al., 2016),
the uptake of omics techniques to facilitate real-world fisheries management and conservation decisions is lagging (see
Bernos et al., 2020). Under the broad umbrella of omics, genomics addresses processes at the level of DNA, whereas
transcriptomics is at the level of RNA, both of which may be relevant to the differential expression of genes in fishes.
Therefore, genomics and transcriptomics can collectively measure processes regulating gene expression in fishes, which
are critical for characterizing the integrated organismal response to environmental stressors (e.g., Jeffries et al., 2021).
Of the different omics approaches, the methods for high-throughput DNA sequencing and RNA sequencing (i.e., next
generation sequencing and subsequent sequencing technologies) have been used extensively in conservation biology and
management, and are now widely applied to wild fishes and fishes of management concern (e.g., Bernatchez, 2016; Jeffries
et al., 2016; Wellband and Heath, 2017; Connon et al., 2018).

The walleye (Sander vitreus) is a North American example of an important inland fishery species that has benefited
from the use of omics technology to rapidly develop molecular resources. Walleye support commercial fisheries in
Canada’s Laurentian Great Lakes, as well as the provinces of Manitoba and Quebec, and are a popular recreational
species. The transition from genetic to genomic approaches has enabled managers to understand fine-scale differences
in walleye populations at a much greater resolution (Euclide et al., 2021a). For example, walleye display some natal
homing for spawning, making their fisheries potentially of mixed-stock with small genetic differences between different
subpopulations that likely are important for long-term management (Euclide et al., 2021b). Further, DNA sequencing
enabled the discovery of a putative chromosomal inversion in walleye of Lake Winnipeg, Manitoba, which may support
evidence of genomic divergence despite weak population structure in this system (Thorstensen et al., 2021). This finding
is consistent with local adaptation of fishes in the presence of gene flow (e.g., Barth et al., 2019; Shi et al., 2021). Using
RNA-sequencing, transcriptomic resources have been developed for walleye, which will facilitate investigations of the
physiological responses to common stressors for wild walleye such as temperature and hypoxia (Jeffrey et al., 2020). With
many omics approaches able to use non-lethally sampled tissues, they provide opportunities to monitor fish performance
and behavior to test for cause–effect linkages between transcriptome variation and fishery-relevant outcome measures,
such as survival and movement patterns in the wild (Jeffries et al., 2021).
5
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3.3. Electronic tagging

Over recent decades, the use of various electronic tagging platforms (e.g., biotelemetry and biologging) have grown
almost exponentially in their popularity and application to the study of fish behavior and dynamics (Hussey et al.,
2015; Matley et al., 2021), including in freshwater environments (Cooke et al., 2013). These tools are enabling the study
of fish–environment interactions, documenting space use and movement in rivers, lakes, and wetlands, and revealing
predator–prey interactions (Lennox et al., 2021; Matley et al., 2021). Increasingly, these tools are being applied to
complex management and conservation problems, such as estimating mortality in the context of fisheries interactions
and hydropower (e.g., entrainment), evaluating the success of restoration efforts (e.g., stocking), quantifying fish passage
success at fishways, assessing the effectiveness of fisheries assessment methods (reviewed in Cooke et al., 2016c,d), and
estimating key population dynamic parameters (e.g., mortality) needed for sustainable stock management (e.g., Harris and
Hightower, 2017; Peterson et al., 2021). Given the important role of bioenergetics in fisheries management, there have also
been efforts to estimate the energetic costs of specific activities or occupying habitats with different environmental drivers
(e.g., flows Cocherell et al., 2011, temperature Madenjian et al., 2018 using electronic tags equipped with sensors Cooke
et al., 2016d). Tracking studies occur at spatial scales ranging from localized, high-resolution studies that generate 2- or 3-
dimension tracks of fish behavior with sub-meter accuracy (Baktoft et al., 2015) to broad-scale studies that often leverage
collaborative tracking networks where telemetry infrastructure is distributed across entire waterbodies or watersheds
(e.g., the GLATOS arrays in the Laurentian Great Lakes; Krueger et al., 2018). Importantly, electronic tagging can provide
data and insights on fishes through all seasons (Davies et al., 2020), and in northern regions that are extremely difficult
to study due to harsh conditions (Marsden et al., 2021).

The aforementioned tracking tools have provided unprecedented information on the behavior, survival, and energetics
of wild freshwater fishes (Hussey et al., 2015), as well as contributed to their management and conservation (Krueger et al.,
2018). Yet, there are also challenges that have impeded the ability to fully realize these benefits for fisheries management
(Brownscombe et al., 2019). Although networked tracking systems rely on the use of compatible technologies and shared
databases that serve as archives for long-term use (and re-use), not all vendors use the same acoustic transmission
protocols, eliminating the benefits of cooperation (Reubens et al., 2021). There can also be apprehension among scientists
with sharing data, given fears of ‘‘getting scooped’’ or not having control over how the data are used (Nguyen et al.,
2017). An even bigger issue is that electronic tracking generates vast datasets that often take years to analyze. Given
that tracking data can be generated on a near real-time basis (Nathan et al., 2022), the inability to analyze and use data
shortly after it is collected represents a major lost opportunity. Even when managers are provided tracking data, they
may hesitate to use it for a variety of reasons, including small sample sizes (that may not represent the level of variation
observed within the broader population), cost (taking funds away from conventional assessment methods), and concerns
about tag burden and the representativeness of tagged animals (i.e., their behavior and survival) relative to untagged
conspecifics (Young et al., 2018; Brownscombe et al., 2019). Many of these issues can be addressed by having tracking
scientists integrate end-user (e.g., manager) input throughout the project process (e.g., study design, implementation, and
data analysis) using a co-production model (Nguyen et al., 2019). However, issues still remain with creating workflows
and dashboards that will provide managers usable (synthesized) data in a timely manner (Nathan et al., 2022).

3.4. Drones

Over the last decade, uncrewed aerial systems/vehicles (UAS/UAV) and underwater vehicles have grown in popularity
as valuable tools for research and management of inland fisheries (Harris et al., 2019). Historically referred to as remotely
operated vehicles (ROVs), but contemporarily referred to as drones (herein, the word ‘‘drone’’ is used), these devices offer
perspectives that were once only achievable via crewed aircraft for aerial applications (planes, helicopters), as well as
submersibles and self-contained underwater breathing apparatus (SCUBA) diving for underwater applications. Moreover,
compared to crewed vehicles, drones are relatively cheap, require less training, and have fewer risks to personnel (Perritt
and Sprague, 2017; Macreadie et al., 2018). With the proliferation of companies providing consumer and prosumer drones
with greater versatility and customization, including longer flight times, vertical takeoff, and landing (VTOL) fixed wing
UAS, as well as a wide range of cameras and sensors (e.g., LIDAR), the application of drones for inland fisheries continues
6
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to increase. For example, drones have been tested for their use in mapping out spawning activity of salmon (Groves
et al., 2016; Roncoroni and Lane, 2019), surveys of the presence and distribution of freshwater turtles (Bogolin et al.,
2021), and the detection of invasive aquatic vegetation (Bolch et al., 2021). Drone image acquisition combined with digital
photogrammetry is also being used to map above and underwater fish habitat complexity (Kalacska et al., 2018) and for
river classifications and hydromorphology (Woodget et al., 2017). Drones are also being tested for quantifying recreational
fishing effort (i.e., counting anglers), which has the potential to be more effective and considerably less costly, although
at this point it is deemed to largely be complementary rather than a replacement for conventional methods (Fernando
et al., 2019; Provost et al., 2020). For larger lakes, autonomous underwater drones, such as gliders, that have increased
in application in marine systems, are now being employed as a means to conduct detailed bathymetric mapping and
water chemistry (Austin, 2013). Underwater drones are also being tested to deploy underwater equipment such as passive
acoustic monitors (Lloyd et al., 2017), and conduct water sampling for eDNA.

Although the use of aerial and underwater drones shows great promise for research and monitoring of inland fisheries,
specially as their accessibility, versatility, and practicality continues to increase (e.g., with waterproof aerial drones),
any limitations and challenges remain. Since drones enter civil air space, regulations for their use can be complex,

equire pilot and equipment certification, and differ based on location-specific regulations (e.g., prohibition of drones in
ational parks; Stöcker et al., 2017; Toonen and Bush, 2018). Additional training and certifications are also needed if the
rone is intended to be operated beyond the visual line of sight. Even when in compliance, operators must consider the
verall acceptance of the use of drones, since negative public perception could create complications when being applied
s a research or monitoring tool (Tobin, 2015; Markowitz et al., 2017). In addition to potentially disturbing humans, it is
mportant to consider how both aerial and underwater drones may impact the behavior of aquatic animals (e.g., due to
isual and/or acoustic disturbance; Erbe et al., 2017). A further challenge is the potential need for ground truthing and
ost-processing of images, whether they be stills, stills captured from video, spectral analyses, photogrammetry, or even
he use of machine learning to distill patterns from complex images (Roncoroni and Lane, 2019; Wang et al., 2020).

.5. Fisher reporting apps

Reporting apps are a technological solution to the problem of limited resources for monitoring diverse and mobile
fishers who interact with diverse and distributed resources. Commercial and recreational fishers can use smartphone
applications to log and report information about themselves (e.g., age, licence number), their trips (e.g., location, effort),
and the fish that they catch (e.g., species, size) (Venturelli et al., 2017; Merrifield et al., 2019). These applications are
the most recent evolution of logbooks that began as paper, moved online, and are now available through mobile devices
such as tablets and smartphones. Reporting apps can be fisheries-specific or -general, mandatory or voluntary, and issued
by agencies (e.g., Denmark’s Fangstjournalen, South Australia’s Commercial Fishing SA), non-governmental organizations
(e.g., California Academy of Sciences and the National Geographic Society’s iNaturalist, the Angler Action Foundation’s
iAngler), and/or for-profit companies (e.g., Fishbrain, MyCatch). Reporting apps are appealing to commercial fisheries as
a means of modernizing data collection (e.g., Merrifield et al., 2019; Zhu et al., 2021), and to recreational fisheries as a
relatively cheap source of high-resolution, conventional and/or novel data in near real-time and over broad spatial extents
(Venturelli et al., 2017). Other advantages include a reduced reporting burden, greater information capture via automation
and inference (e.g., species recognition, environmental conditions based on catch time and location), opportunities to
create community, and convenient means of outreach, education, and engagement (including citizen science) (Venturelli
et al., 2017; Calderwood et al., 2021; Skov et al., 2021). Whereas the literature on reporting apps in commercial fisheries
tends to emphasize design (Calderwood et al., 2021) and improved estimates of bycatch and discards (Zhu et al., 2021;
Mendo et al., 2022), reporting apps for recreational fisheries is more data-centric. Recreational apps have been evaluated
relative to creel (Papenfuss et al., 2015; Jiorle et al., 2016; Gundelund et al., 2020, 2021; Johnston et al., 2022), recall
(Papenfuss et al., 2015; Gundelund et al., 2021; Johnston et al., 2022), and gill net surveys (Johnston et al., 2022). Novel
applications of data from recreational reporting apps include diseases prevalence (Happel, 2019), invasive species spread
(Weir et al., 2022), and climate change (McDonald, 2022).

Reporting apps are only effective if they are used by fishers and produce data that inform management. Gundelund
et al. (2021) found general agreement between most survey- and app-based metrics when ∼7% of the anglers in a
anish recreational sea trout fishery used a reporting app. Achieving the appropriate user threshold for a given fishery
eans overcoming barriers to reporting—namely fisher motivation and the reporting interface. Intrinsic motivators such
s prestige, trust, and stewardship are rarely sufficient on their own (Cooke et al., 2000; Wild, 2008; Crandall et al., 2018;
an den Heuvel et al., 2020), and extrinsic motivators such as information access, rewards, and fines can have little effect,
ntroduce bias, or be controversial (Cooke et al., 2000; Bradley et al., 2019; Midway et al., 2020). Fishers who are motivated
7
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to report via an app but have a negative experience (e.g., because the app is difficult or time-consuming to use, buggy,
and/or poorly supported) might report less frequently, less accurately, less often, or stop reporting altogether (Cooke
et al., 2000). Ensuring a positive user experience (as well as retaining users in a competitive app market) is a challenge
because it requires sufficient and ongoing investment in app design, support, and possibly marketing—all of which are non-
traditional roles for most organizations. Whether data from reporting apps are ultimately used in fisheries assessment and
management depends largely on real or perceived issues with data quality, an organization’s appetite for experimentation
and risk, privacy concerns, and operational barriers. Common data quality concerns are that data from reporting apps are
unstandardized, non-representative, or otherwise biased (Venturelli et al., 2017; Gundelund et al., 2020). The legitimacy
of these concerns under various contexts is largely unknown, owing to a paucity of comparative research and rigorous
statistical methods for dealing with non-probability data (Skov et al., 2021). This barrier is exacerbated by organizations
that are unable or unwilling to experiment with reporting apps (Serchuk and Smolowitz, 1990; Cvitanovic et al., 2015;
Young et al., 2018). Finally, organizations that want to operationalize reporting app data may struggle to do so given the
absence of statistics, protocols, and governance frameworks for integrating them into the existing fisheries management
system.

3.6. Culturomics and iEcology

The ongoing global digital revolution and widespread adoption of online platforms, including social media, have paved
the way for digital tools to inform biodiversity conservation. To wit, conservation culturomics and iEcology are emerging
scientific fields that harness rapid development of new digital data and tools (Ladle et al., 2016; Jarić et al., 2020a).
Conservation culturomics focus on the study of human culture and engagement with nature (Ladle et al., 2016), while
iEcology focuses on addressing broad ecological questions (Jarić et al., 2020a). These fields are providing a valuable
opportunity to gain new insights on recreational fisheries and the status of fish stocks, with low sampling costs and
broad spatiotemporal reach (Jarić et al., 2020b; Lennox et al., 2022). For example, archived photographs and social
media posts contributed by recreational fishers have been used to study the status of fish populations, such as the
trends in fish size structure and catch composition (e.g., McClenachan, 2009; Jiménez-Alvarado et al., 2019), or as early
indicators of distributional range shifts (Sbragaglia et al., 2021) and biological invasions (Al Mabruk et al., 2020). Internet
search volumes (e.g., Google Trends, Wilde and Pope, 2013) and social media activity (Martin et al., 2014) have revealed
spatiotemporal trends in fishing effort, while georeferenced data ‘‘scraped’’ from social media provided indices of fishers’
site selection (Monkman et al., 2018a). Social media posts can also reveal fishing selectivity and vulnerabilities of fish
depending on location, season, and fishing gear (Sbragaglia et al., 2020). Other promising applications include studies of
fisher behavior, harvest and release levels, fish welfare issues, recreational fishery value, and stakeholder needs, values,
perceptions, attitudes, and satisfaction (Lennox et al., 2022).

Some of the major challenges to the further development of conservation culturomics and iEcology relate to their socio-
cultural aspects, data accessibility and reliability, and ethical considerations (Jarić et al., 2020b). Fisher posts featuring
individual catches and opinions may be biased towards more active users and specific social groups, whereas catch reports
may be biased towards more impressive species and individual ‘‘influencers’’ (Jarić et al., 2020b; Sbragaglia et al., 2020).
Digital data are also characterized by uneven spatial coverage, which decreases with distance from shore and water
depth, and is mainly concentrated in urban areas and popular recreation sites (Jarić et al., 2020b). Rural, traditional,
and Indigenous societies tend to be underrepresented by digital data (Correia et al., 2021). Use of digital data is also
complicated by linguistic challenges, temporal instability and decay of online data, limited data access, data-sharing
restrictions, limited replicability, temporal limitations bounded by the time spans that are covered by different online
platforms, the presence of unreliable data, and underdeveloped analytical tools and pipelines (Jarić et al., 2020b; Lennox
et al., 2022). As emerging fields, conservation culturomics and iEcology also face the problem of lack of established
frameworks and protocols related to data privacy and ethical issues (Monkman et al., 2018b; Di Minin et al., 2021),
though there are general standards for data privacy that can provide guidance, like the European General Data Protection
Regulation (aka GDPR). Most fisheries are managed by government bodies which may be held to higher standards
regarding privacy and ethics. Because digital data tend to be non-random and vary across users, regions, time-frames,
and species, any use of such data requires careful calibration and validation through ground-truthing and triangulation
with other data sources (Ladle et al., 2016; Jarić et al., 2020a,b; Correia et al., 2021). Nonetheless, such data could be used
to indicate the direction of more focused surveys or as an early indicator of emerging issues.
8
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3.7. Artificial Intelligence

Artificial intelligence (AI) is defined as intelligence demonstrated by machines, which can take the form of problem
solving, learning, reasoning, perception, and many other facets of human cognition (Russell and Norvig, 2009). In
application, AI generally involves machines receiving inputs, processing them through an algorithm, and producing an
output. At the heart of AI is machine learning, which employs statistical models that are focused foremost on optimizing
model performance (e.g., the model’s predictive accuracy in out-of-sample data). From its conception as a scientific field in
the 1950s, AI has become pervasive in society, with widespread applications in diverse industries and sciences (e.g., Google
search, self-driving cars, agricultural monitoring and feeding systems). AI is being increasingly applied in fisheries to
improve monitoring, practice, and knowledge generation (Jothiswaran et al., 2020; Honarmand Ebrahimi et al., 2021).
In their review, Honarmand Ebrahimi et al. (2021) identified three core areas in which AI is applied in ‘smart fisheries,’
namely ecosystem monitoring, fisheries monitoring, and fisheries policy.

There are numerous ways in which AI is applicable to monitoring ecosystems, including environmental characteristics
and fish populations. For example, AI has been applied to oil spill detection and monitoring (Franceschini et al., 2019;
Cantorna et al., 2019; Al-Ruzouq et al., 2020) and to predict the distribution of marine litter/debris (Franceschini et al.,
2019; Watanabe et al., 2019). AI is also increasingly applied to identify fish species and enumerate individuals from
underwater imagery (e.g., Qin et al., 2016; Villon et al., 2018; Jalal et al., 2020). These AI systems can be integrated into
remote measurement tools through the use of drones (Meng et al., 2018) or fixed station platforms (Fanelli et al., 2020),
providing a means to rapidly inform management. In addition to fish populations and communities, similar AI systems
are also useful for monitoring fisheries catch from on-board imagery (Bradley et al., 2019). Combinations of advanced
technologies now enable remote monitoring of fish distributions, fishing effort and catch, and rapid data processing to
make adaptive and real-time management decisions. However, both Honarmand Ebrahimi et al. (2021) and Bradley et al.
(2019) identified distrust in AI by fishers as a major impediment to advancements in smart fisheries. As it continues to
advance, AI is likely to be broadly transformative to all aspects of fisheries, including the roles which scientists, policy
makers, and resource managers play within knowledge-generation and resource-management processes. However, this
will require substantive development of functional systems, as well as buy-in from scientists, managers, and resource
stakeholders.

4. The challenges with adoption of technoscience

4.1. Barriers to change/adoption

As the examples above demonstrate, technoscience innovations are not immediately or universally adopted or rejected.
Society reacts to technoscience in complex and diverse ways depending on the interests, priorities, and values of different
groups, as well as their understanding of the potential impacts of new innovations. This has long been a puzzle for
proponents of potentially game-changing technologies such as electric vehicles (e.g., Egbue and Long, 2012). In fields such
as environmental management and governance, acceptance and adoption are even more complicated: in these contexts, a
core client group (politicians, policy makers, and managers) and broader circle of potentially impacted rightsholders and
stakeholders each need convincing. More science and validation is not always the answer—much of what is needed is about
understanding how these tools can be applied and associated frameworks for doing so. Existing social-science research on
adoption of new evidence and technoscience tools points to substantial barriers among both government decision-makers
and rightsholders/stakeholders (e.g., Cvitanovic et al., 2015; Young et al.; 2016). These include a lack of familiarity with
new evidence or technoscience tools, reluctance to make risky decisions that deviate from imperfect existing practices,
and uncertainty about how new tools and practices might affect the existing balance of interests (Young et al., 2016).
This points to the importance of engaging all potential users in extended processes of familiarization with new tools
and in-depth consultations about how the tools will be applied in decision making. Relatedly, the scientists involved in
developing and testing new methods should be working collaboratively with managers to ensure products and processes
are relevant. Co-production of knowledge (e.g., scientists and managers working collaboratively) is regarded as one of
the primary means by with uptake of new knowledge can be facilitated (Cooke et al., 2021a). Incremental adoption of
new technoscience tools, rather than abrupt or radical breaks with existing ways of knowing or doing, are preferable for
building comfort and acceptance across the diverse groups involved in environmental governance (Young et al., 2018).
Incremental adoption can take the form of pilot projects, co-production of research and/or application guidelines, and
periodic review for lessons learned and best practices (Cooke et al., 2021a; Hinderer et al., 2021).
9
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Fig. 2. Schematic of how various technoscience developments can be used to modernize freshwater fisheries assessment and management.

4.2. Need for validation, standardization and understanding limitations

Several perceived, practical, and technological issues affect the adoption of new assessment methods and the use of
resulting data in high-stakes management decision. Foremost among these issues is that new methods require quality
control and assurance including validation, which helps to achieve reliable results upon which responsible decisions
can be based (Peters et al., 2007). Validation provides objective evidence that a method is fit for purpose and that its
application is precise (i.e., repeatable and minimally variable) and unbiased (i.e., approaches true value). Analytical method
validation is common in chemistry, medicine, and forensics fields (Peters et al., 2007), but fishery techniques such as
age estimation (Beamish and McFarlane, 1983), hydroacoustics (Thorne and Thomas, 1984), and eDNA (Jerde, 2021) also
require validation. Newmethods can sometimes be validated using existing methods, but a new approach is often required
for validation, and validation can lag behind method development. Additionally, most validation methods have limitations
and even validated methods have some level of risk and uncertainty. Fishery managers, therefore, require a clear
framework for interpreting results and understanding and communicating limitations. New technological advancements
will likely always be viewed with skepticism by managers, stakeholders, and media. As a result, technological and
institutional inertia will continue to impede modernization of assessment techniques. However, over-hyping technology
can also limit adoption and elevate skepticism. This emphasizes the importance of rigorous and transparent assessment
of methods, sharing of limitations, and not exaggerating claims of application.
10
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4.3. Costs

A necessary condition for technology adoption for most organizations is that it must be financially beneficial (i.e., quan-
ifiable evidence for return on investments of time and money with measurable improvements in fisheries and fishery
ields; Semeniuk et al., 2022). While new technology should be cheaper or more efficient to utilize, ongoing cost savings
ust be large enough to overcome what can be significant up-front costs, which include the cost of acquiring new
quipment and technology, and human-resource costs of integration and incorporation into training, infrastructure, and
est practices. Moreover, the unknown benefits and costs of how using the new technology will evolve in the future runs
n additional financial risk when considering new technologies. Access to capital is another potential barrier, especially
or public agencies, with budgetary constraints often cited as the primary barrier to new technology implementation
Open Access Government, 2019), especially technosciences, necessitating big-data management and data-accessibility
equirements (Semeniuk et al., 2022).

The inherent heterogeneity of potential users can also impede technological adoption in that there needs to be general
cceptance across multiple jurisdictions and knowledge holders. Economies of scale are an important cost-determinant,
nd there may be different legacy technologies in use, some easy and some difficult to replace. Coupled with different
andates (for profit vs. public service), and subject to different administrative constraints and regulations, the use of

echnosciences in freshwater systems is undoubtedly subject to the same unintended consequences of power, politics,
nd culture witnessed in marine systems (Jenkins, 2022).

.4. Keeping up with emerging tools/technologies

The concept of technological innovation is always context specific. For example, for fisheries assessment, innovations
uch as under-ice gillnet setting tools (Baranov, 1948), the use of electricity for fish capture (Cowx, 1989), or lights (Starck,
973) to enable deepwater SCUBA (Richardson, 1999), all represent major innovations even though they occurred many
ecades ago (Lackey, 2005). Yet, because of microchips, other scientific innovations, and human ingenuity, the suite of
echnological tools available to those engaging in fisheries assessment to support fisheries management has ballooned,
aking it difficult for managers to keep abreast of new tools. The manner in which fishery assessors and managers keep
p to date with emerging tools and technologies should follow the ‘diffusion of innovation theory’ (DIT), which provides
nsight on the creation of innovations and how they are then communicated and distributed among users (Rogers et al.,
014). This five step process involves: (1) identification of the attributes that make the technoscience advance attractive
e.g., improved fish detection/capture); (2) its dissemination channels (e.g., journal articles, symposia, workshops, social
edia, professional networks); (3) identification of the adopters (i.e., those involved in fisheries assessments); (4) the

ime needed for fishery assessors to develop/integrate the innovation (e.g., as a standardized assessment method); and,
5) the social system in which it spreads (e.g. a specific recreational fishery) (Wejnert, 2002; Cañete et al., 2022). This
rocess emphasizes the need for active engagement by practitioners and managers to ensure that they keep abreast of
ew innovations. They must then understand how these innovations can be implemented as standardized assessment
ools. Notwithstanding, Bradley et al. (2019) highlighted that despite a proliferation of relevant consumer technology
or collecting fishery data to achieve more sustainable fishery management, these technologies are rarely implemented.
owever, the reasons for this more often relate to a lack of trust and cooperation between those exploiting the stock and
hose managing it, and require more collaborative problem-solving among stakeholders in order to be overcome (Bradley
t al., 2019).
The more general adoption of these technoscience advances then raises the potential issue of their leading to greater

xploitation of fishery resources (Cooke et al., 2021b; Cañete et al., 2022). For example, the adoption of methods by
ecreational anglers that increase catch rates directly (e.g., hook, lure, and bait technology) or indirectly (e.g., underwater
ameras, fish-finder technology) can increase fishing mortality through improved fish catchability without changes in
ffort through ‘technological creep’ (Cooke et al., 2021b; Cañete et al., 2022). Where catch rates are elevated without any
pparent advances in angler knowledge and competence, issues might also be raised on the associated ethics and fish-
elfare considerations (Cooke et al., 2021b). It is therefore critical that fishery managers remain aware of contemporary
evelopments (as per DIT) to ensure that their management considers technologies for both improving stock assessment
nd their influences on future exploitation.

. Modernizing fisheries assessment and management

Imagine a future in which technoscience enables a rethinking of how fisheries are managed—a future that is more
nticipatory and relies on near-real time data streams to provide managers with exactly the information that they need
o make timely decisions. That reality is potentially within reach in developed countries (assumes financial resources,
olitical support, and value alignment among user groups), although barriers to implementation remain (See Table 1).
irst and foremost is developing methods for aggregating data from different technologies, which needs to happen at
he temporal scale relevant to the management issue (e.g., salmon stock identification using genetics can be done on the
rder of hours to inform the opening and closing of fisheries; Michielsens and Cave, 2019). The aggregated information

ust then be provided to fisheries managers and decision makers in a usable format (Fig. 2). For example, simply having
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Table 1
Contrasting the characteristics of contemporary and future assessment and management of freshwater fisheries resources.
Characteristics Contemporary assessment and managementa The future of assessment and managementb

Management
style

Largely reactive Combination of predictive, proactive and reactive

Timeliness Decisions typically made months or years after the
collection of monitoring data given time required for
analysis and interpretation albeit this depends on the
gravity and social/political context of an issue (i.e., some
decisions can be made rapidly while others are made by
political entities rather than fisheries managers)

Potential for near-real time decisions using live data that are
available online/streamed to desk-top/via apps noting that this
is easiest when local/small-scale issues where there is
alignment of all resource users and the manager has
decision-making authority and social license to do so

Scientific basis
for
management
decisions

Traditional stock assessment based on fisheries dependent
and independent information ideally combined with data
on fishing effort or other forms of data such as human
dimension surveys or habitat/environmental assessments

Diverse data streams that supplement traditional stock
assessment, human dimension and environmental data with
other information related to the behavior, ecology and
distribution, of both fish and fishers and a dynamic
environment

Automation Minimal automation – requires manual entry of data and
analysis by stock assessment biologists

Largely automated – using systems that aggregate diverse data
streams in real-timec

Outputs Reports often presented as trend-through-time status
reports or environmental/habitat assessments

Purpose-built platforms that are underpinned by data and
provide managers with the ability to interact directly with
data syntheses (e.g., shiny apps), and foster greater interaction
between managers and fishers (and other relevant actors)d

Relevance The time lag between data collection and synthesis can
make data less actionable given that it may no longer be
relevant

Provides managers with live data that can be used for
proactive decision making on issues of immediate relevance
and based on predicted outcomes

Transparency Often little transparency given limited access to data that
are generated by traditional stock assessment and
environmental/habitat assessment methods

Can be easily configured to be open data to allow relevant
actors to view data syntheses and thus be engaged with the
management process

aNote—There are always exceptions.
bNote—Additional funding/resources needed to implement the proposed modernization.
cNote—Assumes there is information technology and data science support along with stability in technology and process work flows to enable
automation.
dNote—Trend through time data is always useful for informing management such that it may take time before real time data can be truly embraced
given that it needs to be reconciled with data collected over previous years/decades.

a telemetry receiver transmit real-time data on fish detections to the desk of a manager is not helpful given the analytical
efforts that would be needed to make sense of the data. There is, therefore, a need for developing automated processes
that mobilize knowledge in a form usable by managers, such as an ‘‘app’’ or form of computer dashboard that serves as
the interface between raw data and the manager (Fig. 3). Additionally, many of the omics approaches that are used in a
fisheries context require significant bioinformatic analyses to identify the main patterns in the data, which may take too
long for ‘‘real time’’ actions or fail to provide data in a usable format for managers and decision makers. Using omics to
generate targeted tools to screen samples in a more rapid manner and provide relatively simpler data to interpret has
the potential to increase the incorporation of omics approaches in fisheries management (e.g., targeted fish stress/health
chips; Miller et al., 2014; Semeniuk et al., 2022). Developing such tools requires partnerships among fisheries scientists
and managers, data scientists, and programmers. At the end of the day, it will be success stories (such as in Table 1) by
early adopters that lead to broader uptake by other individuals and organizations.

With many of these technoscience approaches increasingly generating novel data at individual and population levels,
ore predictive approaches to support future management decision making may be developed. For example, in the
anagement of alien species, a range of modeling approaches exist for predicting range expansion and thus interactions
ith native fish populations, including stochastic simulations such as individual-based models (IBMs) (Dominguez Almela
t al., 2020). IBMs, for example, have simulated how management control efforts affected the individual movements and
opulation demographics of brook trout (Salvelinus fontinalis) (Day et al., 2018) and an invasive sea lamprey (Petromyzon
arinus) (Neeson et al., 2012), and were used to predict the outcomes of different culling rates and timings in an invading

ish population (Dominguez Almela et al., 2021). With increasing data availability on fish movements and population
emographics, as well as advances in model design and computing power, fisheries managers will increasingly be able to
ase their decisions on the simulated outcomes of a range of management scenarios, increasing confidence in the strategy
hat is implemented (Dominguez Almela et al., 2021). This will be complemented with machine learning approaches that
ill co-evolve with process-based modeling to address some of the aforementioned challenges with integrating large
atasets and ensuring that data are interpretable and are useful in a predictive manner (Razavi et al., 2022).
It has already been mentioned that fisheries management is not a rapidly evolving field (Caddy and Cochrane, 2001),

nd many facets of fisheries management have changed little in the last decade or two. Indeed, most of the tools,
ystems, and approaches used today are similar to those used in the 1970s or earlier (Caddy and Cochrane, 2001). A
ecent analysis of the approach to inland fisheries management in Canada has revealed that, although the goals of inland
12
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Table 2
Examples of how technoscience tools have already been applied in a fisheries management context emphasizing the potential for broader
adoption. Note that some of the examples provided are from the coastal marine environment where similar examples do not yet exist in
freshwater. Moreover, because these are relatively new technologies there are few papers that describe the actual implementation of these tools by
management organizations so it was necessary to include some examples based on press releases or news stories from natural resource management
organizations.
Technology Example applications

eDNA - eDNA monitoring is being used as an early detection surveillance tool for invasive carp in the Laurentian
Great Lakes (e.g., Jerde et al., 2013; https://www.asiancarp.ca/SURVEILLANCE-PREVENTION-AND-
RESPONSE/Great-Lakes-eDNA-Monitoring-Program/) and to cost-effectively map the distribution of fish
species of conservation concern (e.g., the Range-Wide Bull Trout eDNA Project in the USA—see
https://www.fs.fed.us/rm/boise/AWAE/projects/BullTrout_eDNA.html).

Omics -Applications of omics technologies include the use of transcriptomics to develop and apply biomarkers to
monitor the response of wild salmonids to disease or environmental stressors which is being used by
managers to determine where management interventions (e.g., regulations that restrict inter-basin transfer
of fish) are needed (e.g., Houde et al., 2019).

Electronic
tagging
& Tracking

-Biotelemetry of tagged walleye in the Laurentian Great Lakes has revealed information on seasonal
stock-specific distribution of fish allowing managers to refine cross-jurisdictional fisheries planning and
management decisions (Hayden et al., 2014, 2019; Fielder et al., 2020)

Drones -Aerial drones are being deployed by the UK Environment Agency and the Police Drone Unit for fisheries
enforcement in Avon and Somerset areas of the UK to detect (and deter) out of season fishing and illegal
nets (https://www.gov.uk/government/news/drones-offer-extra-eyes-to-combat-illegal-fishing-activity)

Culturomics
and
iEcology

-Fisheries enforcement staff are monitoring social media posts to identify trends in fishing effort to inform
patrols and in Florida images posted on Facebook of illegal catches has led to charges
(https://www.sun-sentinel.com/news/fl-xpm-2011-08-01-fl-fwc-facebook-poaching-20110801-story.html)

Phone
apps

-In Alberta a popular fishing app is being used by Alberta Environment and Parks to obtain information
on fishing effort, catch and harvest (Papenfuss et al., 2015)

Artificial
intelligence

-Artificial intelligence is being used to automate extraction of data from videos related to fish passage at a
variety of facilities including for Pacific salmon in the Pacific northwest providing managers with real time
information on run timing and abundance
(https://www.newsdata.com/water_power_west/hydro_news/scanners-installed-at-bonneville-dam-to-help-
automate-fish-counts/article_ff98ff96-b3b9-11e9-82dc-13510db565ff.html)

fisheries management may have changed over the last 30 years, as have opportunities for change, there is little evidence
of widespread change in fisheries management systems (Piczak et al., 2022). In the marine realm, there have been a
number of attempts to consider how technology can contribute to sustainable fisheries (see Caddy, 1999; Standal, 2005),
yet many of those ideas have yet to be fully realized. Much the same can be said for the synopses above. There are
certainly examples wherein data arising from new technologies have informed management, but those examples are
piecemeal, and have never been integrated in a coordinated manner leading to true reform in fisheries management.
Until such reform happens, fisheries management will continue to be reactive, often at the time scale of years to decades.
This is unfortunate, given the possibility of creating fisheries management systems that are much more proactive, where
decisions can be made before it is too late, such as characterizing declines in fish populations, detecting and responding
to invasive species, identifying disease outbreaks, characterizing range shifts, or identifying changes in fishing effort. It is
clear that there will be need for extensive outreach to educate managers, diverse publics, and politicians on assumptions
and uncertainty associated with technoscience and any ‘‘modernization’’ of fisheries management systems.

There have been recent calls for international leadership and coordination to realize the potential of technoscience
n conservation. For example, Lahoz-Monfort et al. (2019) suggested the need for an entity, such as an international
lliance of conservation institutions or a formal intergovernmental institution, to enable the active and targeted uptake
f emerging technology with the goal of achieving biodiversity conservation goals; the same is needed for freshwater
isheries assessment and management. The UN FAO has a history of developing fisheries management support tools,
ften with a focus on countries or regions where technical capacity is limited. The FAO may be well positioned to take on
uch a leadership role. Professional societies, such as the American Fisheries Society (and their Fisheries Management and
isheries Information & Technology Sections), are also logical entities that could take on such a leadership role, though
his would require an international perspective to ensure global relevance. Proof of concept is needed before one may
nticipate broad-scale application. For that reason, it may be logical to consider developing these modernized fisheries
anagement systems in specific regions (e.g., the Laurentian Great Lakes, Europe) where there is already significant

nterest in the use of technology to inform management. In the short term, having conference sessions or workshops with
iverse participants (e.g., data scientists, fisheries managers, technologists) focused on this topic may be a productive way
13
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Fig. 3. Hypothetical fisheries management dashboard. Real time data feeds (as described above) come in such as visualized here using walleye as
an example (e.g., phone app data from anglers, drone footage of fish and fishers, telemetry tracking data, etc.). Data are aggregated and synthesized
to enable managers to make decisions that can be rapidly communicated to enforcement staff, practitioners, and fishers. Such dashboard could be
accessible via desktop or tablets.

to bring further attention to this idea and enable collaboration among relevant parties. Ensuring diversity of perspectives
including those willing to embrace or drive change will be key to realizing the benefits of technoscience in fisheries
assessment and management.

In summary, technoscience innovations are already reshaping the world in many ways. New technologies are emerging
hat are highly relevant to fisheries science and management, and there is some evidence that the knowledge emanating
rom those tools is being used in a targeted, but limited and uncoordinated manner to support fisheries decision making
see Table 2 for examples). Technoscience can provide fisheries managers with interpretable syntheses of information that
an be used to make better, more timely decisions that benefit fisheries resources and the peoples that depend on them.
t is worth acknowledging that management decisions are often driven by social, political and economic factors which
re non-technical issues that cannot be solved with new technology or more data. Some management decisions require
xtensive consultation and may be made by politicians rather than fisheries managers so there are certainly instances
n which the ‘‘real time’’ aspects of technoscience emphasized here may not be fruitful. Nonetheless, more data and
xpediency of synthesis is unlikely to further delay decisions.

. Conclusion

Using a series of synopses, this paper explored technoscience and its potential benefits for freshwater fisheries
ssessment and management. Although there are challenges and barriers that will influence the adoption of new
echnologies, there is certainly great potential for technoscience to reform and modernize inland fisheries assessment and
anagement. Hopefully, the ideas presented here will serve as a catalyst to work collectively and collaboratively towards
ystems that harness the power of technology and serve to modernize inland fisheries management. Such transformation
s urgently needed given the dynamic nature of environmental change, the evolving threat matrix facing inland waters, and
he complex behavior of fishers. Quite simply, a dynamic world demands dynamic fisheries management; technoscience
as made that within reach. The future is here—if the community of fisheries professionals could only create the structures
o realize the possibilities that technoscience has to offer to freshwater fisheries assessment and management.
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